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Fig. S1 Segments strongly couple to the 11 glucose residues of the TGC as a function of ξ during 

the two pathways of complexation. -7: non-reducing end of TGC; +4: reducing end of TGC. Bold: 
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strength of mechanical couping is larger than 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2; Light: strength of mechanical 

couping is larger than 1.5 kcal/mol/Å2. Nearby segments are colored as blue: L1 and HP1; red: L7; 

green: L2 and β1; black: others. 
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Fig. S2 Segments strongly couple to the glucose sites of NNC in parallel to the 11 glucose residues 

of the TGC as a function of ξ during the two pathways of complexation. Numberings from -7 to +4 

represent residues in NNC parallel to the targeted glucan chain. -7: non-reducing end of TGC; +4: 

reducing end of TGC. Bold: strength of mechanical couping is larger than 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2; Light: 

strength of mechanical couping is larger than 1.5 kcal/mol/Å2.  
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Fig. S3 Segments strongly couple to the glucose sites of RNC in parallel to the 11 glucose residues 

of the TGC as a function of ξ during the two pathways of complexation. Numberings from -7 to +4 

represent residues in RNC parallel to the targeted glucan chain. -7: non-reducing end of TGC; +4: 

reducing end of TGC. Bold: strength of mechanical couping is larger than 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2; Light: 

strength of mechanical couping is larger than 1.5 kcal/mol/Å2.  
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Fig. S4 The coupling strengths of the HP1 and L7 segments of Cel7B CD to the TGC and NNC 

parts of cellulose during the threading pathway of complexation. The profiles of individual protein 

residues with strong coupling strengths are also shown to illustrate the underlying details. 
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Fig. S5 The coupling strengths of Cel7B CD to different parts of cellulose in all the three models: 

(Top) coupling of Cel7B CD to TGC and NNC; (Middle) coupling of Cel7B CD to RNC; (Bottom) 

coupling of Cel7B CD to whole cellulose. 
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Fig. S6 Percentage of residue at specific positions in the globally aligned 340 homologues of the 

Cel7B CD collected from the NCBI database. Residue name is represented by 1-Letter; residue 

missed in homology is represented by dash symbol.  

 

 

Fig. S7 Alignment of the sequences of the residue blocks: position 50 to 47 in segments HP1 and 

position 323 to 327 in L7 of EG I (Cel7B: 1EG1) and CBH I (Cel7A: 1CEL) from T. reesei. 
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SUPPORTING MOVIE LEGENDS 

Movie S1. The movie of scooping pathway viewed from side view. 

Movie S2. The movie of scooping pathway viewed from top view. 

Movie S3. The movie of threading pathway viewed from side view. 

Movie S4. The movie of threading pathway viewed from top view. 

 


